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Application Of Cad Inwards Knitting Industry 

CAD for Knitting: 

The abbreviation of CAD is Computer Aided Design. CAD is widely used inwards textile 

industry. Like other subdivision of textile industry, CAD is also used inwards knitting. 

There is a year’s quondam history of knitwear. With the introduction of the computer, 

simulation of knitwear emerged equally a promising Champaign for the researchers. 

Simulating knitwear is to a greater extent than efficient in addition to a greater extent 
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than realistic approach for novel developments. Thus, striking in addition to trials for 

production of samples on the machine is eliminated, which helped to salve fourth 

dimension in addition to money. It also makes possible to minimize errors, in addition to 

the blueprint tin flame hold upward transferred yesteryear a unmarried click from an 

reckoned to another. Simulation of knitted fabrics hence became a major question 

involvement inwards recent years. 

 

Applications of CAD inwards knitting tin flame hold upward broadly categorized equally 

follows: 

1. Knitting structures blueprint 

2. Design of knitting pattern shapes 

In starting fourth dimension technique, knitting structures design, or so criterion 

construction are used to brand conventional designs similar the model of jacket, 

sweater, etc. Here, construction agency whole vogue of the desired halt product, 

including shape in addition to sizes. The CAD has facilitated the designers to brand 

utilization of different knitting techniques including jacquard, intarsia, gusset in addition 

to lace inwards an effective manner. While minute technique, knitting pattern shapes, is 

capacity of the machine to brand fully fashioned products. The machine knits in addition 

to cuts the product. Knitting machine knits the whole products to avoid split cutting in 

addition to sewing. This volition assist cut piece of job inwards progress stations (WIPS) 

in addition to give away of operations resulting reduction inwards stuff wastes. 

 

Application of CAD inwards Knitting Structures Designs: 

A CAD software used to gain knitted structures is provided below. 

 

1. Starfish software: 

It is a simulating software that plant on a regulation that, inwards club to produce a 

knitted cloth alongside desired dimensions in addition to performance, it must hold 

upward starting fourth dimension known that what type of finished production it would 

be. 

 

After several laboratory- in addition to industry-level preliminary testing, the STARFISH 

kit was commercialized for the starting fourth dimension time inwards 1988. Collection 



of novel information in addition to evolution of analytical techniques inwards it is 

continued yesteryear Cotton Technology International (CTI). 

 

For whatever finished product, the halt consumer can/may hold upward an private or an 

scheme for which the performance of the production matters a lot. 

 

Fig: CAD uses inwards knitting structures design 

Customer presents his requirement inwards the cast of specs canvass inwards which all 

details of the production are mentioned, including weight, width, shrinkage, pattern, etc. 

In or so cases, peculiarly when the production is novel in addition to novel, it undergoes 

many changes in addition to keeps on changing because of ascent demands in addition 

to opportunities inwards market. To run across the various client needs, the manu-

facturer has to brand a giveaway of trials, which may hold upward costly in addition to 

fourth dimension consuming. The STARFISH provides the chance to cheque the 

feasibility of intended samples (production parameters). This none exclusively helps to 



cut sample cost only also to laissez passer quick in addition to slow reply to boost 

upward client satisfaction. 

 

Application of CAD inwards Knitting Pattern Shapes: 

Some forms of CAD are also used inwards designing knitting pattern shapes. Some of 

the CAD forms/softwares related to knitting are given below. 

 

1. ProCad: 

In multibar in addition to Jacquard-Rachel, ProCad is used equally a perfect tool to gain 

patterns. It is a user-friendly in addition to real effective interface used inwards today’s 

professional ateliers. Karl Mayer GMBH in addition to TEXION are supplying this 

software, which is compatible alongside well-nigh all machines supplied yesteryear Karl 

Mayer in addition to LIBA. Since its introduction, it is regularly upgraded to a novel in 

addition to challenging cast to run across ascent client needs. There are dissimilar 

modules of ProCad alongside dissimilar functions. Some of the modules are Pro Cad 

developer, Pro Cad simulates, Pro Cad Simujac; Pro Cad velour’s, Pro Cad warp knit 

3D, in addition to proCad knit assistant. These modules assist the user to operate on 

well-nigh all knitting machines including Multibar, Jacquard electronics, Tricot in addition 

to velour designs on Karl Mayer in addition to LIBA knitting machines. Scanned 

blueprint drafts or CAD information that tin flame hold upward converted into designs 

are also imported through the ProCad program. 

 

Karl Mayer has latterly developed software known equally Texion’s procad warp knit 3D, 

which is unique of its type, in addition to it helps warp-knitting machine manufacturers 

inwards many ways. Detail of the module is none inwards the reach of this book. 

 

2. ProFab:  

This is considered equally the intelligent software solution for the networking of textile 

knitting machines. ProFab, introduced yesteryear TEXON, is a novel milestone inwards 

the history of automation field. In mutual practice, involvement of human beingness in 

addition to menstruation of information from anew to or so other in addition to their 

appointment inwards to a greater extent than an activity at a fourth dimension receive 

got resulted inwards machine manufacturers to integrate software inside the machines 
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to cut human involvement to a real express extend. ProFab provides TEXION manufac-

tures alongside high grade of automation. 
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ProFab is characterized yesteryear a modular construction consisting of IV elements: 

 Design manager, which is a software alongside a solution for secure 

blueprint information transfer 

 Job manager, which is a software that gives optimal results inwards 

advanced planning in addition to scheduling 

 Machine manager, provides solution for monitoring production processes 

 Beam manager, is related to administration in addition to it gives solutions 

related to warp beam management 

Thanks to its opened upward structure, ProFab Network tin flame hold upward 

enhanced alongside the add-on of extra scheme functions, only without this influencing 

its other elements. This makes ProFab Network a safe, long-term bet. 

 

3. Shima One: 

Sheima Sheikh has introduced Shima One to blueprint flat-knitting patterns, intarsia 

patterns, in addition to jacquard patterns. It tin flame hold upward used inwards 

simulation of mohair, slub, in addition to shiny yarns taking into consideration the plating 

number of thread take-ups in addition to counts. Sheima One also improves production 

efficiency yesteryear using database of to a greater extent than patterns, in addition to 

these patterns are connected alongside Knit CAD software for knitting machines (Shima 

Seiki). SDS-ONE APEX3 non exclusively helps designing in addition to linking these 

patterns alongside knitting machine, only it also helps each phase inwards flat-knitting 

machine starting from knitting pattern, pattern design, in addition to color way evaluation 

to production in addition to sales promotion. It is a viable in addition to to a greater 

extent than friendly scheme of knitting production non exclusively for manufacturers 

only also for planning companies, OEM/ODS manufacturers, merchandise firms, yarn 

traders, interior designers, in addition to sundry manufacturers. This CAD scheme is 

also used inwards round down knitting machines for stripes jacquard patterns, single-

knit fabrics including jersey in addition to tuck patterns, in addition to double-knit fabrics 

such equally rib fabrics. 



 

Limitation of CAD: 

Although CAD systems are used to brand machines or products user friendly, growth 

production, in addition to larn correct thing at correct time, it has or so disadvantages 

equally well. 

 

Its major disadvantages are high uppercase cost in addition to highly skilled in addition 

to trained operators or designers. 

 

Advancements inwards Knitting: 

CAD has made the life of textile engineers easy, in addition to it has added a novel 

sense of savoir to the applied scientific discipline of knitting. Competitive edges given to 

knitting because of the add-on of reckoner are given below. 

 

Computerized production: 

Computer Aided Designing (CAD) in addition to Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) 

were starting fourth dimension introduced inwards 1970, in addition to since then, CAD 

is used yesteryear designers to create production design, in addition to the designs are 

transferred to CAM machines to manufacture the concluding product. These computer-

aided tools or systems receive got replaced quondam mechanical shaping in addition to 

patterning devices on machines. 

 

This replacement has made possible quick reply to changing demands, in addition to 

this has made possible developing novel designs through CAD in addition to converting 

them on machine through CAM. In early on days, these systems were expensive, where 

exclusively the major companies could afford them, only afterward their prices fell, 

which made fifty-fifty small- in addition to medium-sized companies to invest inwards 

this novel technology. These novel computerized technologies receive got enabled 

companies to piece of job globally in addition to made everything online, where a soul 

sitting inwards his business office inwards ane corner of the Blue Planet tin flame 

sentiment production inwards or so other corner. In this way, designs produced inwards 

ane component subdivision of the Blue Planet tin flame hold upward transferred to or so 

other component subdivision electronically to low-cost producers. 



 

Whole garment knitting (Seamless Garment): 

Whole garment knitting or seamless knitting is a novel in addition to novel concept 

inwards knitting, which has distinguished features. Cutting knitted cloth into pieces of 

dissimilar shapes in addition to sewing them to create garments is an quondam in 

addition to time-consuming technique. Since the 1970s, companies are working to 

innovate novel technologies that could gain a consummate garment inwards an step. In 

the 1970s, it was made possible to manufacture garments inwards and procedure with-

out the loss of cloth spell cutting in addition to sewing. This novel concept was mod-

ernized in addition to upgraded to whole garment knitting inwards 1980 in addition to 

Sheima Seiki made starting fourth dimension whole garment knitting machine inwards 

1990. This advancement is due to the introduction of novel needles called slide needles 

yesteryear Sheima Seiki. These needles consist of hooks located centrally betwixt a 

flexible 2 slice slider mechanisms. The sliders assist transfer stitches during the knitting 

process. Whole garments having no or depression seams are to a greater extent than 

comfortable than sewn clothes. No or depression seams agency that the cloth tin flame 

hold upward tally to the trunk in addition to stretch to a greater extent than easily. Whole 

garment machines are also capable of producing complex designs, in addition to 2D 

fabrics are replaced yesteryear 3D knitwear, shaped in addition to pleated fabrics. 
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